Fast linear transforms are ubiquitous in machine learning, including the discrete Fourier transform, discrete cosine transform, and other structured transformations such as convolutions. All of these transforms can be represented by dense matrix-vector multiplication, yet each has a specialized and highly efficient (subquadratic) algorithm. We ask to what extent hand-crafting these algorithms and implementations is necessary, what structural priors they encode, and how much knowledge is required to automatically learn a fast algorithm for a provided structured transform. Motivated by a characterization of fast matrix-vector multiplication as products of sparse matrices, we introduce a parameterization of divide-and-conquer methods that is capable of representing a large class of transforms. This generic formulation can automatically learn an efficient algorithm for many important transforms; for example, it recovers the O(N log N ) Cooley-Tukey FFT algorithm to machine precision, for dimensions N up to 1024. Furthermore, our method can be incorporated as a lightweight replacement of generic matrices in machine learning pipelines to learn efficient and compressible transformations. On a standard task of compressing a single hidden-layer network, our method exceeds the classification accuracy of unconstrained matrices on CIFAR-10 by 3.9 points-the first time a structured approach has done so-with 4X faster inference speed and 40X fewer parameters.
Introduction
Structured linear transformations, such as the discrete Fourier transform (DFT), discrete cosine transform (DCT), and Hadamard transform, are a workhorse of machine learning, with applications ranging from data preprocessing, feature generation, and kernel approximation, to image and language modeling (convolutions). To date, these transformations rely on carefully designed algorithms, such as the famous fast Fourier transform (FFT) algorithm, and on specialized implementations (e.g., FFTW and cuFFT). Moreover, each specific transform requires hand-crafted implementations for every platform (e.g., Tensorflow and PyTorch lack the fast Hadamard transform), and it can be difficult to know when they are useful. Ideally, these barriers would be addressed by automatically learning the most effective transform for a given task and dataset, along with an efficient implementation of it. Such a method should be capable of recovering a range of fast transforms with high accuracy and realistic sizes given limited prior knowledge. It is also preferably composed of differentiable primitives and basic operations common to linear algebra/machine learning libraries, that allow it to run on any platform and be integrated into modern ML frameworks such as PyTorch/Tensorflow. More fundamentally, this problem ties into the foundational question of understanding the minimal prior knowledge needed to learn high-speed systems, in the spirit of modern trends toward relaxing manually imposed structure (i.e., AutoML). Recent progress in this vein of learning computational primitives includes addition/multiplication gates [41] and the Strassen 2 × 2 matrix multiplication algorithm [42] .
We propose a method that addresses this problem for a class of important transforms that includes the aforementioned examples. A key challenge lies in defining or parameterizing the space of transforms and corresponding fast algorithms, which requires using a minimal amount of prior knowledge that captures important and interesting transforms while remaining learnable and efficient. Egner & Püschel [13, 14] previously posed this question and a novel combinatorial approach, but their solution only addresses a limited set of transforms (primarily DFT) and only on limited problem sizes. In particular, these approaches search through an exponentially large discrete space using a symbolic form of the matrix [13, 14] and recover the solution only up to dimensions 8 × 8. We instead draw two key lessons from the work of De Sa et al. [8] , who characterize matrices with efficient matrix-vector multiplication algorithms as being factorizable into products of sparse matrices. 1 Thus, the task of learning algorithms can be reduced to finding appropriate sparse matrix product representations of the transforms. They further show that divide-and-conquer schemes lead to fast multiplication algorithms for a surprisingly general set of structured matrices. Motivated by the broad applicability of this recursive structure, we propose a particular factorization using sequences of special block diagonal matrices, called butterfly matrices. Specific instances of butterfly structure have been used before-for example to implement the FFT algorithm or as a random orthogonal preconditioner [34] or projection [30] -but we use a relaxed representation that captures a much larger class of structures and can learn from data. This implicitly models a class of structured matrices with O(N ) parameters and automatic fast multiplication in O(N log N ) operations.
We empirically validate our method in two ways. First, we consider a specification of a transform (e.g., N input-output pairs) and attempt to factorize it. We successfully recover a fast algorithm up to machine precision for several important transforms such as the DFT, Hadamard, DCT, and convolution for realistic sizes (dimensions up to N = 1024), while standard sparse and low-rank baselines cannot (Section 4.1). Beyond recovering famous transforms, we additionally incorporate this method in end-to-end ML pipelines to learn fast and compressible latent transformations (Section 4.2). On the benchmark single hidden layer network, this parameterization exceeds the classification accuracy of a baseline fully connected layer on several datasets-such as by 3.9 points on CIFAR-10 while using 40X fewer parameters-which is to our knowledge the first time a structured model has outperformed the unconstrained model for this task on a realistic dataset [40] . We also find that the addition of a lightweight butterfly layer improves the accuracy of a modern ResNet architecture by 0.43 points.
Finally, our method is simple with an easily implementable fast algorithm. We compare the training and inference speed of our implementation to specialized implementations of discrete transforms (Section 4.3). Our generic representation comes within 3-5X of implementations for specific transforms such as the DFT and DCT, while still being capable of learning a rich class of more general transforms. directly generalize the DFT and DCT are based on orthogonal polynomials [7] , which find usage in areas from differential equations to optics. Both orthogonal polynomial transforms [12] , and all of the previously introduced matrices with displacement rank structure, were significantly generalized under a single class by De Sa et al. [8] . Notably, almost all of the structured matrix classes mentioned here exhibit a form of recursive structure in their construction and superfast algorithms.
Since the product of sparse matrices immediately has a fast multiplication algorithm, the problem of sparse matrix factorization has been tackled in many settings. Sparse PCA [49] and dictionary learning [27] factor a matrix into two components, one of which is sparse. Sparse matrix factorization with more than two factors has also been considered, for example in the setting where the true matrix is the product of random sparse matrices [31] , or in the context of learning multi-layer sparse approximations [24, 25] . Our approach differs from these in that we focus on the recursive structure of the transforms-not just the sparsity of their factors-leading to sparse and structured transforms, and avoiding the discreteness problem inherent to learning sparsity.
Since most distinct transforms typically require significant work both to design fast algorithms and to efficiently implement them on different platforms, there have been attempts to automatically learn these fast algorithms. The field of algebraic signal processing [37] uses methods from representation theory of groups and algebras to automatically generate fast algorithms from the symbolic form of the transform matrix. However, these methods require search over a combinatorially-large discrete space, limiting their approaches to small matrices of size up to 8 × 8 [14, 43] . Attempts to learn general algorithms such as matching [29] , sorting [16] , and traveling salesman [2] using differentiable architectures face a similar challenge of having to effectively explore a large discrete space. Thus, they only work for problems of size at most 100. By contrast, our approach relies on continuous optimization, and simplifies the discreteness of the problem into learning a simpler set of permutations, allowing us to recover fast algorithms for realistic dimensions.
Independently, there has been growing interest in compressed deep learning models, motivated by the goal of adapting them to resource-constrained environments. A common approach for learning compressed models involves replacing the unconstrained weight matrices with a class of structured matrices and learning directly on the parametrization of that class. The most effective methods use matrix classes that are explicitly related to Fourier transforms [38] , or employ highly specialized and complicated recursive algorithms [40] . As our method also implicitly defines a highly compressible subclass of matrices with linear parameters and efficient multiplication, it can be used as a drop-in replacement for matrices in such end-to-end ML models.
Recovering Fast Transforms
We now set up and describe our approach. We first reiterate the connection between fast algorithms and sparse matrix factorization, and briefly outline a quintessential divide-and-conquer algorithm (the FFT) as motivation.
We then elaborate the details of our method for learning particular recursive algorithms, including a core permutation-learning step that enables it to capture a wider range of structures. We also discuss the expressive power of these matrices, including which transforms they capture perfectly, and define a hierarchy of matrix classes built on butterflies that can theoretically capture richer recursive structures.
Preliminaries
Sparse factorizations One method of constructing matrices with obvious fast matrix-vector multiplication is as a product of sparse matrices, so that multiplication by an arbitrary vector will have cost proportional to the total sparsity of the matrices in the product. Surprisingly, the converse is also true. The notion of sparse product width (SPW) [8] , which roughly corresponds to the total sparsity of a factorization of a matrix, turns out to be equivalent to the length of the shortest straight-line program describing a matrix (up to a constant). Hence it is an optimal descriptor of the algorithmic complexity of matrix-vector multiplication on these types of models [3] .
Given the general correspondence between sparse factorization and fast algorithms, we consider specific cases of discrete transforms and their recursive factorizations. This is a prototype for our parameterization of fast recursive algorithms in Section 3.2.
Case study: DFT The Discrete Fourier Transform (DFT) transforms a complex input vector x = [x 0 , . . . , x N −1 ] into a complex output vector X = [X 0 , . . . , X N −1 ] by expressing the input in the basis of the complex exponentials:
Let ω N := e 2πi/N denote a primitive N -th root of unity. The DFT can be expressed as matrix multiplication by the DFT matrix
N . The DFT of size N can be reduced to two DFTs of size N/2 on the even indices and the odd indices:
where
, and Ω N/2 is the diagonal matrix with entries
. This recursive structure yields the efficient recursive Cooley-Tukey Fast Fourier Transform (FFT) algorithm. This computation can be written as a matrix factorization
Sort the even and odd indices , where I N/2 is the N/2 × N/2 identity matrix, and the last factor is the permutation matrix P N that separates the even and the odd indices (e.g., mapping [0, 1, 2, 3] to [0, 2, 1, 3]) (see Figure 2) .
Unrolling the recursion, we obtain:
The product of all the B N/2 k matrices on the left is called a butterfly matrix, and each factor B N/2 k is a 2 × 2 block matrix of diagonal matrices called a butterfly factor. Figure 1 illustrates the sparsity pattern of the structured butterfly factors. One can also combine the block of permutation matrices on the right to obtain one permutation called the bit-reversal permutation, which sorts the indices by the reverse of their binary representation (e.g. [0, . . . 
Recovering Fast Transform Algorithms
Many previous works attempt to compress generic matrices by sparsifying them. We note that allowing for products of matrices with a total sparsity budget is strictly more expressive than a single matrix with that sparsity, while retaining the same compression and computation complexity. Therefore one can hope to recover all fast algorithms by learning over the set of matrix products with a total sparsity budget. However, this parameterization is difficult to learn due to the discreteness of the sparsity constraint (Section 1,2). We instead use a class of matrices built as products of specific factors that captures the recursive nature of many fast algorithms.
A butterfly parametrization For simplicity, we assume that the input size N is a power of 2.
2 Let the input vector be x = [x 0 , . . . , x N −1 ] and let the linear transform of size N be T N . Let T N ∈ F N ×N be the matrix representation of the transform T N , where the field F is either R or C. A general recursive structure is to separate the input vector into two halves by some permutation, apply the transform on each half, and combine the result in a linear manner by scaling by an diagonal matrix and adding the results. Written as matrix factorization:
where P N is some permutation matrix and D 1 , . . . , D 4 ∈ F N/2 are diagonal matrices. Inspired by the factors of the FFT, we call the matrix
a butterfly factor, denoted by B N . Unrolling the recursion as in equation (1) gives the factorization T N = B (N ) P (N ) , where B (N ) is a butterfly matrix and P (N ) is a permutation that can be written as the product of log 2 (N ) simpler block permutations. We also consider composing this module, hence learn either
which we term the BP and the BPBP parametrization respectively. One dimensional convolutions (i.e. circulant matrices) are notably captured by BPBP, since they can be computed via an FFT, a component-wise product, then an inverse FFT (see Appendix A).
In the case of the FFT, as in Section 3.1, the entries of the butterfly factors are called twiddle factors, and the combined permutation P (N ) is called the bit-reversal permutation.
Learning a recursive permutation The butterfly blocks in the BP or BPBP parametrization have a fixed sparsity pattern and their parameters can be directly optimized. However, the transforms we are interested in capturing frequently require different permutations as part of the "divide" step, which form a set of discrete objects that we must consider. We will restrict to learning over permutations that have a simple structure often encountered in these algorithms: we assume that the distribution factors into log 2 N steps following the log 2 N recursive layers. At each step in the recursion, the permutation P N/2 k is allowed to either keep the first half and second half intact or separate the even and the odd indices (e.g., Instead of searching over 8 log 2 N discrete permutations, we parameterize the permutation P (N ) as a categorical distribution of these 8 log 2 N permutations. The permutation P N/2 k at step k is thus chosen as a convex combination of the 8 possible choices:
This can be learned by representing this probability distribution {p cba , p cb , . . . } for example via logits and the softmax.
We make the further simplification that the probabilities p cba factor into the three components; conceptually, that the choices of choosing P 
Thus we learn the permutation P N/2 k via equation (3) by optimizing over 3 logits a , b , c and setting
, where σ is the sigmoid function.
To encourage the distribution over permutations to be peaked, one can add entropy regularization [15] or semantic loss [44] . However, in our experiments below in Section 4.1 and Section 4.2, we found that these tricks are not necessary. For example, the learned transforms in Section 4.1 typically have weights (0.99, 0.01, ...).
Initialization As the BP or BPBP construction is a product of many matrices, proper initialization is crucial to avoid exponential blowup in the size of the entries or condition numbers (i.e., the exploding/vanishing gradient problem [35] ). We aim to initialize each butterfly factor to be close to unitary or orthogonal, so that the magnitude of the inputs and outputs to the transform are preserved. Note that each of the factors B N , . . . , B 2 has exactly two non-zeroes in each row and column. Thus if each entry is initialized independently with mean 0 and standard deviation σ 2 , then EB * k B k = 2σ 2 I N . Hence we initialize each entry of B k to N (0, 1/2). For complex entries, we initialize the real and imaginary components independently from N (0, 1/4) to maintain the same norm scale.
Comparison to related methods Some previous works have examined similar butterfly matrices in numerical algebra or machine learning [34, 19, 30] , mainly motivated by trying to parametrize cheap orthogonal matrices. Our parametrization, motivated by the goal of learning recursive transforms, differs in several ways from all previous works: 1. We explicitly model and learn a permutation matrix P. 2. Our relaxation does not enforce the matrix to be orthogonal. 3. Our butterfly factors are ordered so that closer elements interact first (Figure 1 ), whereas some works (e.g., [30] ) reverse the order. 4. Every work has a different weight-tying scheme; ours ties the blocks in each butterfly factor, leading to fewer parameters and a tighter recursive interpretation than for example [19] .
Our main baseline for deep learning experiments is Thomas et al. [40] , who define a special matrix class with a complicated recursive algorithm. While our BP method and theirs share some overlap (e.g., they both capture circulant matrices), they have a distinct parametrization, and the exact relation between the BP hierarchy and their LDR-SD or LDR-TD classes is unknown. From a practical standpoint, BP is significantly faster and simpler to implement than their methods.
Expressivity and the butterfly hierarchy
The butterfly matrix B has a total of 4N learnable parameters (the butterfly factors B N , B N /2, ..., B 2 have 2N , N , ..., 4 entries respectively). The overall permutation P has 3 log 2 N learnable parameters; we can also tie the logits of the log 2 N probabilistic permutations-reflecting the fact that for some algorithms the reduction from size N to N/2 is self-similar to the reduction from size N/2 k to N/2 k+1 -reducing to just 3 parameters.
We can define a natural hierarchy of matrix classes built on the BP primitive. This hierarchy covers a spectrum ranging from extremely structured matrices with a linear number of parameters, to the entire space of square matrices.
Definition 1. For any dimension N , let (BP)
k r (k, r ∈ N) denote the classes of matrices that can be expressed as
where each B i P i ∈ F rN ×rN is a BP module as in equation (2), and S ∈ F N ×rN = I N 0 . . . 0 (that is, S and S T select the upper left N × N entries of the BP product matrix). The subscript r is understood to be 1 if omitted.
Note that the BP and BPBP classes are equivalent to (BP) 1 and (BP) 2 respectively. We remark that B and P are both capable of being the identity, and thus (BP)
The BP hierarchy is expressive enough to theoretically represent many important transforms with low depth, as well as all matrices with linear depth: Even though the BP parameterization is expressive, it still retains the learnability characteristic of compressed parameterizations. In fact, neural networks comprising layers of BP and BPBP matrices still have VC dimension that is almost linear in the number of parameters (Appendix B), similar to networks with fully-connected layers [1, 17] and LDR [40] , which implies a corresponding sample complexity bound.
Empirical Evaluation
We evaluate the proposed approach to verify that our butterfly parameterization can both recover fast transforms and be integrated as an effective component in ML pipelines. In Section 4.1, we confirm that it automatically learns the fast algorithms for many discrete transforms commonly used in signal processing and machine learning. Section 4.2 further shows that it can be a useful component to increase the performance of deep learning models while ensuring fast multiplication and few parameters by design.
Discrete Transforms
Below we list several important classes of structured matrices. Some of them are directly captured by our parametrization and we expect that they can be recovered close to perfectly, thus providing a O(N log N ) algorithm that closely approximates the naive O(N 2 ) matrix multiplication. Others are not perfectly captured by the BPBP class but still have recursive structure; for these, we expect that our method reconstructs them better than standard matrix compression methods (sparse, low-rank, and combinations) can.
Transforms We describe the matrices we evaluate on and their applications; a standard reference is Proakis [36] . Their explicit formulas are in Appendix A, Table 3 . processing. 5. Hadamard transform: commonly used in quantum information processing algorithms, and in ML as a fast random projection or kernel approximation method. 6. Discrete Hartley transform: similar to the DFT, but it transforms real inputs to real outputs. It was designed as a more efficient option than the DFT in the common case of real data.
Methods We assume that the transform T is fully-specified, e.g., from N linearly independent input-output pairs from which the matrix representation T N ∈ F N ×N can be computed.
To recover the fast algorithm of the transform, we wish to approximate T N with the product of one or more blocks of butterfly and permutation products, by minimizing the Frobenius norm of the difference:
By design, this factorization yields a fast O(N log N ) algorithm for the transform.
We also compare to standard baselines for matrix factorization, maintaining the same total sparsity budget (i.e. computation cost of a multiplication) for each:
1. Sparse: this is the same as choosing the largest s entries where s is the sparsity budget. 2. Low-rank: the sparsity budget is used in the parameters of the low-rank factors, which can be found with a truncated SVD. 3. Sparse + low-rank: T N − S − L 2 is minimized, where S is sparse and L is low-rank, by solving a convex problem.
3 This is commonly known as robust PCA [4] .
Experimental procedure We use the Adam optimizer [22] to minimize the Frobenius norm of the error, and use Hyperband [26] to automatically tune the hyperparameters (learning rates, random seed for initialization). The runs are stopped early if the average per entry difference (aka RMSE)
F is low enough: we consider RMSE below 1e-4 (corresponding to the objective in (4) below 1e-8, while we use 32-bit floats with precision around 6e-8) to mean that we successfully recover the fast algorithms for the transforms to machine precision. For consistency, we consider the unitary or orthogonal scaling of these transforms such that they have norm on the order of 1.0. For the DCT and DST, we add another simple permutation for extra learnability. All transforms considered learn over BP except for convolution which uses BPBP. All methods are optimized over complex entries.
Since the forward mapping of our butterfly parameterization is differentiable with respect to the entries of the butterfly matrices and the logits of the permutations, gradients are easily obtained with the help of an auto-differentiation framework. We provide our code in PyTorch. Table 3 .
Quality Figure 3 visualizes the lowest error found by Hyperband for various matrix dimensions and several methods. Full numerical results are provided in Appendix C. As shown, we successfully recover the fast algorithms for these transforms up to N = 512 for convolution and N = 1024 for other transforms. For example, the matrix factorization procedure recovers the bit-reversal permutation applied at the beginning of the Cooley-Tukey fast Fourier transform. It also discovers many other unconventional permutations that also lead to exact factorization of the FFT.
We note that there are other transforms not captured by our parameterization. Orthogonal polynomial transforms, such as the discrete Legendre transform (DLT), are known only to have fast O(N log 2 N ) algorithms. They follow a slightly more general divide-and-conquer decomposition that we elaborate on in Appendix A.6. As expected, we find that the butterfly parameterization does not perfectly capture the DLT, but does recover it slightly better than the baselines. 
Neural Network Compression
Many structured matrix approaches have been proposed to replace fully-connected (FC) layers of neural networks, to speed up training and inference, and to reduce the memory consumption. These structured matrices are cleverly designed by combining commonly used fast transforms. For example, Fastfood [23] and Deep Fried Convnets [45] compose the fast Hadamard transform and fast Fourier transforms, and Sindhwani et al. [38] use Toeplitz-like matrices that can be written as a sequence of 2 or 4 FFTs. However, the design choice for these light-weight replacement layers is restricted by the set of known and implementable transforms.
On the first benchmark task of compressing a single hidden layer model, the real version of BPBP has better classification accuracy than a fully-connected layer on all datasets tested, and uses more than 56X fewer parameters (Table 1) ; the complex version performs even better with a slight parameter increase. The previous best methods fail to achieve this on the more challenging CIFAR-10 dataset at the same parameter budget [40] . We further demonstrate that this layer is effective as a light-weight addition to a larger-scale ResNet architecture.
Fully connected Previous work showed that structured matrix approaches based on the low displacement rank framework, including Toeplitz-like [38] , LDR-SD and LDR-TD matrices [40] , compare very favorably to other compression approaches. Following previous experimental settings [5, 38, 40] , we compare our proposed classes to several baselines using dense structured matrices to compress the hidden layer of a single hidden layer neural network. Competing methods include simple low-rank factorizations [9] , circulant matrices (equivalent to 1-dimensional convolutions) [6] , the adaptive Fastfood transform [45] , and low displacement rank methods [38, 40] which implicitly define a structured matrix through a displacement equation and admit specialized fast divide-and-conquer algorithms [8] . Our implementation is built on top of the publicly available implementation of Thomas et al. [40] with the same hyperparameters, and we report their numbers for the competing baseline methods directly. We test on the three main datasets from Thomas et al. [40] : two challenging variants of MNIST-one with randomly rotated images and random background, the other with correlated background noise-and the standard CIFAR-10 dataset. Table 1 reports results for variants of our butterfly parametrization, compared to the unstructured matrix baseline and other structured matrix approaches. Notably, the butterfly methods achieve higher classification accuracy than the fully-connected layer on all datasets and are highly competitive with the other approaches.
We note that improvements over unconstrained matrices can arise from lower generalization error due to fewer parameters (relating to VC bounds, Proposition 2), or better inductive bias encoded by the structured class. For example, convolutions are important in image tasks due to encoding shift equivariance, and Thomas et al. [40] hypothesize that their structured classes improve over FC layers through imposing approximate equivariance to more general transformations. Since our BP parametrization can represent arbitrary convolutions, it can encode these important priors.
ResNet In addition to the standard single hidden layer benchmarks, we test the effect of using butterfly layers in a standard ResNet18 [18] implementation on the CIFAR-10 dataset. This architecture is normally fully convolutional, ending with a FC layer of dimensions 512×10 before the softmax. However, we experiment with adding an additional FC or structured layer right before this final FC layer. Table 2 shows that the ResNet18 architecture can benefit from an additional fully connected layer, and using a BPBP layer instead improves performance even more while adding a negligible (0.07% increase) number of parameters to the original model. 
Training and Inference Speed Comparison
By design, the BP parameterization yields a fast algorithm of complexity O(N log N ), no matter which transform it learns. Moreover, given the parameters of the BP model, it is easy to implement this fast algorithm (this can be done in 5 lines of Python, and our code provides a function to do this automatically). The BP parameterization captures many common transforms (Section 4.1), and its implementation makes no transform-specific optimizations. Nevertheless, our simple implementation is surprisingly competitive with hand-tuned kernels both for training and for inference (after the parameters of the BP model are learned and we wish to evaluate BP x for new input x). In Figure 4 , we compare the speed of the BP fast multiplication against specialized implementation of common transforms such as the FFT, DCT, and DST (all have complexity O(N log N )), using dense matrix vector multiply (GEMV, complexity O(N 2 )) as a baseline. For training with realistic input sizes N = 1024 and batch size 256 on GPU, the training time (forward and backward) of butterfly matrix is 15% faster than dense matrix multiply (GEMM from cuBLAS) and within 40% of FFT (from cuFFT). For inference on CPU, the BP fast multiplication can be one or two orders of magnitude faster than GEMV, is within a factor of 5 of the FFT, and is within a factor of 3 of the DCT and the DST, across a range of input sizes. The GEMM/GEMV and the FFT are two of the most heavily tuned numerical routines. Figure 4 : Speed up of FFT and Butterfly against dense matrix-matrix multiply (GEMM) for training, and FFT, DCT, DST, and BP against dense matrix-vector multiply (GEMV) for inference. Butterfly's performance is constant with respect to any of the possible transforms it can learn, in contrast to the highly tuned implementations for specific transforms.
Conclusion
We address the problem of automatically learning fast algorithms for a class of important linear transforms, through a parameterization of recursive algorithms via butterfly factorizations. We validate our method by learning transforms including the DFT, DCT, Hadamard transform, and convolutions up to machine precision and dimension N = 1024. Finally, we show that the same method yields consistent performance improvements and substantial compression and speed increases as a component of end-to-end machine learning models. Table 3 : Formulas for transforms considered in Section 4.1 and Figure 3 .
A Matrix Factorizations of Linear Transforms Table 3 summarizes the transforms considered in Section 4.1. In general, they transform a (real or complex)
by expressing the input signal in terms of another set of basis.
A.1 Discrete Cosine Transform (DCT) Matrix
The DCT of a vector x ∈ R N is defined as
As described in Makhoul [28] , the DCT of x can be written in terms of the FFT of order N . To do this, we permute x into v by separating the even and odd indices and reversing the odd indices (e.g. Written in terms of matrix factorization:
where takes the real part and P is a permutation matrix (the permutation done at the beginning of the DCT). Recall that F N has the form
where P is the bit-reversal permutation matrix. diag 2e
can be combined with B N to form another butterfly factor B N . Thus the DCT has this factorization:
This is a BP 2 factorization (with the additional final step of computing the real part) with the left BP performing the FFT and final scaling, the right butterfly matrix as the identity, and the right permutation matrix as the permutation at the beginning of the DCT.
A.2 Discrete Sine Transform (DST) Matrix
The DST of a vector x ∈ R N is defined as
Just as with the DCT, we express the DST of x in terms of the FFT of order N . First, we permute x into v by separating the even and odd indices and reversing the odd indices (e.g. [0, 1, 2, 3] → [0, 2, 3, 1]). However, since sine is an odd function, we must negate those elements in the second half of v. Next, we take the FFT of v to obtain V . Finally multiply each V k (k = 0, . . . , N − 1) by 2ie
and take the real part to get X k .
Written in terms of matrix factorization:
where takes the real part, D is the matrix I N/2 0 0 −I N/2 and P is a permutation matrix (the permutation done at the beginning of the DST). Recall that F N has the form
where P is the bit-reversal permutation matrix. We may combine diag 2ie
with b N to obtain a new butterfly factor, which we call B N . Thus the DST has this factorization:
Note that any diagonal matrix (e.g. D) is trivially representable as a butterfly matrix. Hence, this factorization of the DST is a BP 2 factorization (with the additional final step of computing the real part) with the left BP performing the FFT and final scaling, the right butterfly matrix as D, and the right permutation matrix as the permutation at the beginning of the DST.
A.3 Hadamard Matrix
The Hadamard matrix (for powers of 2) is defined recursively as H 1 = 1, and
we have the recursive factorization:
which is a BP factorization with each butterfly factor, B N/2 k = I N/2 k+1 I N/2 k+1 I N/2 k+1 −I N/2 k+1 and with permutation matrix P (N ) = I N . Here, the entries of the butterfly factors may be real, instead of complex.
A.4 Convolution
Here we apply the decomposition of FFT to see if we can learn the decomposition of fast convolution.
Suppose we have a fixed vector h ∈ C N and the linear map we're interested in is x → h * x. We can write this convolution with h explicitly as a circulant matrix:
We can compute convolution by the DFT: 
. . .
where P is the bit-reversal permutation. We may fold the 1 N intoB N to obtain a new butterfly factorB N , and we may similarly fold the diagonal matrix D into B N to obtain a new butterfly factor B N . Hence, our final factorization of convolution / the circulant matrix is :
. . . Similarly, the skew-circulant matrix also lies in (BP) 2 :
A.5 Toeplitz Matrices
Let T N be the Toeplitz matrix:
Note that the inner matrix is a 2N × 2N circulant matrix that can be decomposed into a (BP) 2 factorization as described in A.4. Therefore, our final factorization for Toeplitz matrices is contained within (BP) 
A.6 Orthogonal Polynomial Matrices
Although the ability to represent general orthogonal polynomial matrices in terms of butterfly matrices is left as an open problem, we nonetheless present an alternate sparse factorization.
Definition 2. A family of polynomials {p}
is orthogonal over R if:
We say that {p} is parameterized by real sequences {a i , b i , c i : i ∈ N} (with c 1 and each a i ∈ R \ {0}).
Definition 3. Given a family of orthogonal polynomials {p}, we may define the orthogonal polynomial matrix P [s:n] ∈ R (n−s)×n such that:
For sake of clarify, we formulate the decomposition using matrices of polynomials. We note that each polynomial entry with degree bounded by d may be expanded into a d × 2d Toeplitz convolution matrix if one desires matrices of real coefficients.
For a given family of orthogonal polynomials {p} parameterized by {a j , b j , c j :
2×2 be a transition matrix defined by:
For convenience of notation, let
2×2 be a transition product matrix defined by:
From these definitions, we see that for all j ≥ 0,
We use this to formulate the following decomposition of the orthogonal polynomial matrix P [0:n] .
The first "stretched" identity matrix serves the function of selecting every other entry from the vector of 2n polynomials to its right. We focus our attention on the middle matrix. Noting that
for any r ≤ m ≤ , we may represent this block matrix as:
Notice that the left matrix in this last expression consists of two matrices with the same structure as the first expression, but of half the size. Hence, we may repeat the same decomposition on each of the sub-matrices. In general, the decomposition becomes:
Discrete Legendre Transform The Discrete Legendre Transform (DLT) of a vector x ∈ R N is defined as:
where L k is the k'th Legendre polynomial. The Legendre polynomials are a family of orthogonal polynomials with:
Hence, the DLT may be factored as described above.
B Proofs
B.1 VC Dimension Bound for Neural Network with Butterfly Layers Proposition 2. Let F denote the class of neural networks with L layers, each is a butterfly layer using the BP or BPBP parameterization, with fixed permutation, W total parameters, and piecewise linear activations. Let sign F denote the corresponding classification functions, i.e. {x → sign f (x) : f ∈ F}. The VC dimension of this class is VCdim(sign F) = O(LW log W ).
Because the parameters within a layer interact multiplicatively, the standard VC dimension bound for fully-connected layers [1, 17] does not apply directly. However, a variant of the same argument applies to the case where degree of multiplicative interaction is not too high [40, Theorem 3] .
We provide a short proof of the VC dimension bound for neural networks with BP or BP 2 layers based on this result.
Proof. Theorem 3 of Thomas et al. [40] requires that the entries of the linear layer, as polynomials of the parameters, has degree at most c 1 m c2 l for some universal constant c 1 , c 2 > 0, where m l is the size of output of the l-th layer. In our case, the BP or BPBP parameterization with fixed permutation has total degree at most 2 log 2 n in the parameters of B, where n is the size of the layer, since each B (n) is a product of log 2 n matrices. It thus satisfies the condition of the theorem, and so the VC dimension is bounded to be almost linear in the number of parameters: VCdim(sign F) = O(LW log W ).
B.2 Proposition 1
Proof.
1. The inclusion of the DFT in (BP) 1 is shown in the Case study in Section 3.1. The inverse Fourier Transform has the same structure except the twiddle factors of the form ω follows from the fact that every N × N matrix may be expressed by a product of at most 2N + 5 Toeplitz matrices [46] . From Section A.5, we may conclude that all Toeplitz matrices are in (BP) 
C.4 Speed Comparison
In Section 4.3, we benchmark the speed of training and inference of butterfly factorizations.
For training, we compare our CUDA implementation of the fast algorithm for butterfly matrices with dense matrix-matrix multiply (GEMM from cuBLAS) and FFT (from cuFFT). The batch size is 256, and we measure the total time of the forward and backward pass. The experiment is run on a Tesla P100 GPU with 16GB of memory.
For inference, we compare our simple Python implementation of the fast algorithm for the BP parameterization, against dense matrix-vector multiplication (GEMV), FFT, DCT, and DST. Our BP parameterization here refers to the product of a butterfly matrix B (N ) and a fixed permutation P (N ) (say, learned from data). We use the standard dense matrix-vector multiplication implementation in Numpy (BLAS binding), the FFT implementation from Numpy, and the DCT and DST implementation from Scipy. We compare their speed in single-threaded mode, running on a server Intel Xeon CPU E5-2690 v4 at 2.60GHz.
Results are shown in Figure 4 .
D BP Hierarchy
In Definition 1, we defined the notion of a BP hierarchy, which we believes captures a natural class of matrices. To this point, we offer the following conjectures about the expressiveness of this hierarchy, supplementing the inclusion results of Proposition 1. The above conjecture is natural since one needs more parameters to specify a matrix in BP c+1 than BP c . However, one has to be careful as this intuition is not correct for all N . In particular, this conjecture asserts that there is a natural containment hierarchy between the BP classes. The condition of "sufficiently large N " is necessary in this conjecture because the space of all possible B 2 is exactly the space of all 2 × 2 matrices. Therefore, for N = 2, BP = (BP) 2 = (BP) k , k ∈ N.
Conjecture 2. Let M be an N × N matrix such that for any x ∈ F N , M x can be computed with an arithmetic circuit of size N poly log(N ) and depth poly log(N ). Then, M is in (BP) poly log N O (1) .
We believe that we can prove an approximation of the above using known approximations of the Jacobi transform by the DCT (up to some scaling) [39] . It is known that such transforms have an arithmetic circuit of the kind mentioned in the conjecture above [12] .
